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SUMMARY

An overview of recent applications of source coding theory and techniques to Linear
Predictive Coded Coded speech compression systems is presented. Several distortion
measures proposed for use in speech compression systems are described and compared.
These distortion measures are then combined with an algorithm for computing “optimum”
(minimum distortion) vector quantizers to obtain optimum quantizers for reflection
coefficient vectors in Linear Predictive Coded speech systems. The quality of the system is
evaluated via the speech distortion measures and listening to demonstration tapes. Some
implications for speech compression theory and practice are discussed.

I.   INTRODUCTION

This paper is a brief tutorial survey of preliminary results of a cooperative effort between
the Information Systems Laboratory at Stanford University and Signal Technology Inc. of
Santa Barbara to use techniques from source coding to evaluate and improve existing
speech compression techniques and to suggest new systems. This research has involved all
of the listed authors, but editorial responsibility for this survey lies with the first author.
This paper simply describes the basic approach and some of the experimental results.
More detailed discussions of the various topics may be found in (1-5).

II.   SPEECH COMPRESSION

A general speech compression system can be visualized as in Fig. 1 as an input speaker, an
encoder that maps the continuous speech into R binary digits per second, a noiseless
binary channel, and a decoder that converts the binary digits back into continuous sounds
that hopefully sound like the original.



Figure 1

Speech compression is required for digital communication and storage of speech, renders
speech more amenable to secure communication (encryption), and has been suggested as
one part of various aids for the handicapped (e.g., a talking OPTICON).

Speech compression systems have a wide range of complexity and bit rates required for
tolerable fidelity. Perhaps the most important and powerful technique for low rate (1 Kbps-
4 Kbps) speech compression is the Linear Predictive Coded (LPC) approach (see, e.g., (6)
and the references therein). Lower rate systems such as formant vocoders exist, but these
are neither fully automatic nor real-time systems.

To describe an LPC compression system from an information theory point of view we
need the concept of a composite source and a two-step data compression system. A
composite or switched source (7) consists of a (possibly continuous) family of subsources
µ", " , 7 where 7 is some index set and each µ" stands for the complete probabilistic
description of a stationary ergodic source, and a “switch” random process {St} where St

takes values in 7. The composite source depicted in Fig. 2 outputs the current values of µ"

when St = ", that is, it “switches” in a random manner among the various subsources and
outputs the currently observed sample function. Thus the output process is given by

                      , where            Is the output of µ" at the time t.

Figure 2



To model speech as a composite source, simply consider the µ", as corresponding to
various sounds, that is, to the “locally stationary” speech modes such as “Ç” and “shh.” An
LPC system has the implicit philosophy that it is not the actual waveform Yt that must be
reproduced, but rather the subsource being observed--or, equivalently, the switch position.
In other words, many waveforms sound like “shh,” but they are all “typical” of a single
random process (white noise in the case of “shh”). It is the waveform, however, that is
actually observed by the encoder. An LPC compression system therefore operates in two
steps: First it views a “frame” of the speech waveform, typically 10-20 ms, and guesses
what the underlying source is. This is a “system identification” step and will be described
in more detail later. The output of this step is a finite dimensional vector that describes the
estimated µ" (or "). In most systems this consists of a set of 10-12 reflection coefficients a
gain, and a pitch. We here focus on the reflection coefficients. In the second step this
vector is converted into binary digits via “source coding” or “quantization.”

Note that in the first step no genuine compression occurs since even one real number is
mathematically as complicated as the original waveform (and takes an infinite number of
binary digits to specify exactly). On the other hand, the vast majority of research on LPC
systems has focused on the first step, relying on the simplest possible techniques for the
actual compression such as separate uniform quantization for each scalar parameter. There
were several reasons for this: (1) Uniform quantization is simple and does not require a
precise probability density; (2) There were no techniques to design “optimum” vector
quantizers, (even if there had been, such techniques require accurate joint probability
densities, which are still not well-known for speech); and (3) It was felt that a good job in
the first step would produce nearly “independent” parameters within the vector, and hence
such simple-symbol quantization techniques should be nearly “optimal.” Reasons (1) and
(2) are clearly valid. We shall argue, however, that (3) is erroneous from both a theoretical
and experimental point of view. We here point out that even if the parameters could be
made independent (say using a Karhunen-Loeve transform -- which requires a known
Gaussian density) or were already independent, block quantization can always provide an
improvement over uniform quantization (7). At issue is only the degree of achieveable
improvement and whether or not it is worth the effort.

In order to compare the quality of various compression systems and to categorize possible
improvement, a fidelity criterion or distortion measure is required. That is, we need to
assign “distortion” or “cost” to reproducing a particular sound (or subsource) by a
particular reproduction. Such a distortion measure should ideally be computable (so that it
can be tested on real systems), tractable (so that meaningful analysis and theory can be
performed), and subjectively meaningful, that is, small (large) distortion should mean good
(bad) subjective quality. This last aspect presents a significant problem since the results of
subjective tests comparing, say, a sound with a corrupted version obtained by adding
noise, may not be meaningful when using the distortion measure to evaluate data



compression systems (where the corruption occurs in a different and deterministic way).
One of the side benefits of the research described here is a relevant subjective test. For
each distortion measure we design a rate R compression systems that is “optimum” in the
sense of minimizing the average distortion. We then listen to the reproduced speech of
each system and choose the best one. The distortion measure used by the system is then
“subjectively best” for the particular application desired.

Several candidate distortion measures have been proposed for speech. In the next section
we describe those that have proved most useful for our work.

III.   SPECTRAL DISTORTION MEASURES

Because of the composite model for speech sources, a distortion measure on speech can be
viewed as a distortion measure on random processes. Such distortion measures are quite
unlike the waveform distortion measures (such as mean-squared error) considered in most
of the communications and information theory literature. Several such measures have been
proposed (8-12) and all depend on the processes only through their power spectral density
and hence are called spectral distortion measures. We next introduce some required
preliminaries.

For a stationary process µ with outputs                         (we consider discrete-time for

simplicity, this corresponds to sampled speech and should result in no distortion if the
sampling rate exceeds the Nyquist rate of about 8kHz) define the autocorrelation r(n) = E
XkXk-n (E denotes expectation) and the power spectral density f(2) = Gnr(n)e-n2, 2 , [-B,B]. 
We assume that E Xn = 0 for all processes considered. A source is said to be white if r(n)
= r(0)*n, all n, or f(2) = r(0), all 2. Define the gain         of a source µ with spectrum f by

The gain (or one-step prediction error) is a common and useful normalization. One
interpretation of the gain is the following: Subject to certain conditions, a source µ with
spectrum f has a second-order autoregressive model of the form of Fig. 3:

Figure 3



The autoregressive (or all-pole) filter 1/A(2) has the normalized leading term a0 = 1 by
“factoring out” the gain. We refer to f+(2) = Ff/A(2) as a spectral factor of f.

Say we have two processes with spectra f and g. Let **h**p denote the Lp norm

Consider the following distortion measures:

1) Itakura-Saito Distortion (13): dIS(f,g) = **f/g-1-Rn(f/g)**1

2) Itakura Distortion (14):                                                   , where rf/g is the
autocorrelation of the process obtained by passing f through a filter with transfer
function 1/g+, i.e.,

3) Casal Model Distortion (5): dCM(f,g) = **1-f+/g+**

4) Gain-normalized causal model distortion (14,15):

5) Log Spectral Deviation (8-12): dlog(f,g) = **Rn f-Rn g**P

6) Symmetric Itakura-Saito or COSH distortion (8):

7) General symmetrized distortion (5): Given any distortion measure d(f,g), we can
define for any q $ 1 a symmetrized version



Symmetric distortion measures are sometimes more useful. There are other ways
to symmetrize, but most yield equivalent distortions (see (5)).

8) Gain-optimized distortion (14,15): It is often useful to replace a distortion
measure d(f,g) by its value for the optimum (minimum distortion) reproduction
gain to reflect the fact that d(f,g) can be easily reduced by renormalizing g.
Define then

where the infinum is required since the minimum may not exist. As an example,

In (5) numerous properties, inequalities, applications, and implications of these distortion
measures are developed. We here only summarize certain results.

We say that a distortion measure d1 is stronger than a distortion measure d2 and write
d1 Y d2 if small d1 implies small d2. If d1 Y d2 and d1 Y d2, we say that d1 and d2 are
equivalent and write d1 ] d2.  If two distortion measures are equivalent than large (small)
distortion under one means large (small) distortion for the other, that is, one is subjectively
meaningful if and only if the other is (though the actual numbers may differ). Such
implications are useful since if several measures are shown to be equivalent, one can
choose the simplest (for a particular application). Reference (5) provides a cookbook of
such relations among which are

The various distortion measures also have time-domain forms that are often useful for
computation (5).

IV.   IWO-STEP COMPRESSION

The most successful two-step speech compression systems have used finite-order
autoregressive models in the first step. For some fixed m let (m denote the loss of all mth

order stationary autoregressive process (e.g., stable mth order filters driven by white noise
so that                                       for                                                  . Thus the system



identification step consists of viewing a waveform and choosing a “good” estimate in the
continum 0m for the observed model. It is known (see, e.g., (6)) that the linear predictive
coded speech technique is equivalent to letting the source f be the sample spectra and the
identified model f̃(f) is the g , 0m minimizing dIS(f,g), that is, if we define the model (or

spectrum) out of Step 1 by f̃(f), then

and hence an LPC system is “optimum” in its first step in the sense of minimizing Itakura-
Saito distortion. If one instead minimizes dlog in this step, then the design technique is
called “Analysis-by-Synthesis.”

In the second step we wish to “quantize” the estimate f̃(f). This can be modelled as having

a finite subset − of 0m and a rule for choosing an f̃,0 that is a “good” approximation to

f̃(f). If the cardinality *−* of − is, say, 2r, then a binary r-tuple serving as an index to the
codeword in *−* is transmitted, yielding an r bit per frame compression system. The
decoder then reconstructs the source from the received parameter vector.

Early techniques simply separately quantized each coordinate of a parameter vector
specifying f̃(f) (the reflection coefficients, gain, and pitch). In fact, our work originated
with the demonstration in (12) that using dlog as a second step distortion measure, even by
optimally allocating bits among each coordinate and optimally quantizing each separate
coordinate, little improvement was possible and such simple-coefficient quantized LPC
systems had effectively reached their performance limits.

To obtain any-real improvement, then, one had to optimally quantize the entire vector
corresponding to f̃(f). Note that even if the coefficients were independent, they are coupled
by the complicated distortion measures used and hence one cannot do a nearly optimal job
by separately quantizing each coefficient since the distortion in each coordinate is effected
by the values in all other coordinates.

Two problems with this approach were immediate: (1) There were no general techniques
for determining optimum vector quantizers, especially in the face of such complicated
distortion measures and the lack of good probabilistic models for the vectors; and (2) since
these measures are not metrics (with the exception of dlog), there is no guarantee that small
distortion d(f,f̃) in Step 1 followed by small distortion d(f̃,f̃) in Step 2 will yield small

overall distortion d(f,f̂)!



The second problem above was solved by some interesting properties of the distortion
measures. For example, it can be shown (5) that for the Itakura-Saito distance that if the
identification step is accomplished by LPC techniques and any quantization rule is used,
then

that is, the overall distortion is exactly the sum of the distortion incurred in each step! This
means, for example, that if we quantize f̃(f) 6 f̂ in an optimum fashion, then the two-step

encoder is optimum in an overall sense, that is, is as good as if we found directly the f̂ , − 

minimizing dIS(f,f̂). Similar properties hold (with an inequality and scaling) for some of the
other distortion measures (5). For convenience and because of its connection with LPC,
we here focus on the Itakuro-Saito distortion.

The problem remaining for optimizing an LPC compression system is how to select the
speech codebook − used by the quantizer in an optimum fashion. The actual quantizer will
then find the best (minimum dIS) member of − for a particular identified model. This
problem is described in the next section.

V.   VECTOR QUANTIZATION

Say we are given a sequence of real-valued m-dimensional vectors                     and a
distortion measure d on the vi. We wish to design an N-level quantizer q for the vi, that is,
we need a partition. {vi;i:=1,...,N} of m-dimensional space Um and a collection of
reproduction values {Øj , Um,j=1,...,N} and the resulting quantizer is

We would like the quantizer to be optimum in the sense of minimizing the average
distortion E d(v,q(v)), but we have no probabilistic model with which to compute the
expectation. A solution to this problem is the following (4): Say we have an initial guess q0

for a quantizer and a long “training sequence” of data {vi,i=1,...,L} for us to use in
building our quantizer. If the sequence vi is stationary and ergodic and the sequence is
long, then a quantizer designed to be good on the training sequence should work well for
future data (a fact that obviously must be verified in practice). We design the quantizer for
the training sequence in an iterative manner as follows:

(1) Initial guess q0 (n = 0).

(2) Given the quantizer qn ={vk
(n),vk

(n), k=1,...,N} from the nth iteration, keep the
reproduction levels, but replace the partition by the optimal (minimum distortion) partition



for those levels, that is, define

with some tie-breaking rule.

(3)  Find now those levels which are optimal for the new partition found above in the sense
of minimizing the conditional sample average distortion, that is, choose vk

(n+l) to minimize

(4)  Compute the sample average distortion

and compare it with )n. If )n- )n+1 # , quit, otherwise increment n and go to (2).

This algorithm can be shown to converge to the Lloyd-Max quantizer in the usual cases
(e.g., stationary ergodic scalar sources and squared-error distortion measures). Perhaps
surprisingly, it is also tractable in our case of vectors of reflection coefficients and the
various spectral distortion measures. The difficult part for speech was the intelligent
selection of the initial guess. This was accomplished by a form of sloppy “predictive
quantization” across a frame using some observed data and a scalar version of the
optimum quantization algorithm (2,5).

VI.   RESULTS

We here summarize only some of the preliminary results available at this writing. It is
hoped that by the time this paper is actually presented more extensive results,
documentation, and tapes will be available. We also confine interest here to the Itakura-
Saito distortion. Tests were run also using log spectral deviation and model distortions, but
they (not surprisingly) yielded similar results.

Our system was trained on a long ( –10 minute) sequence of LPC coded standard speech
file data sampled at 8 kHz and using 44 frames per second and 12 reflection coefficients.
A typical traditional LPC compression system using single-symbol quantization might
allocate 44 bits per frame to the reflection coefficients and 11 bits per frame to the gain
and pitch yielding a total rate of 2.4 kbps. We focused on quantizing the reflection



coefficients to a much lower rate and used the standard 11 bit per frame gain and pitch
(although we optimized the gain for our quantized coefficients). The algorithm was tried
for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 bits per frame and the results are depicted in Fig. 4. The “x’s”
mark the ItakuraSaito distortion resulting from each rate. It has been conjectured that
“good” quality speech corresponds to about .2-.3 distortion on the scale. The horizontal
lines numbered 1-11 show the distortion resulting if the first n = 1,...,11 reflection
coefficients are sent almost perfectly (e.g., 8 bits per coefficient). Thus our system
operating at 7+11 = 18 bits per frame (a total of 7 bits for all 12 reflection coefficients)
yields approximately the same distortion as a system sending 6 coefficients essentially
perfectly for a total of 6·8+11 = 59 bits per frame. The total bit rate for our seven bit
system is 18 x 44 = 792 bps. A tape of the reconstructed speech proved to be intelligible
and the 792 bps reconstructed speech had no perceptable degradation from the “original”
2.4 kbps LPC compression speech, a compression of approximately 3 to 1 (without any
attempt to reduce gain and pitch bit rate). Unfortunately, however, these preliminary
results are not conclusive since the original LPC speech on which we trained proved to
itself be of poor quality. We were not aware of this as we purposefully did our work
“blindly” on the data given us. We are currently attempting to obtain a higher quality high
rate LPC training sequence so as to be able to obtain a better demonstration tape.

Figure 4



VII.   SOME COMMENTS

Although not yet conclusive, we feel our results hold considerable promise for obtaining
500-700 bps speech automatically and in real time with quality comparable to traditional
LPC compression systems of 2-4 kHz.

We have found that once the codebook is produced, there are techniques similar to
Chaffe’s (15) “Rate-distortion Codes” that can be used to select a codeword directly from
the observed waveform without any on line LPC computation and we are beginning to
investigate such systems. Such techniques would also avoid “table lookups” of 27 words to
find the best codeword. Another prospect for the future is to attempt to reduce the bit rate
further by using more involved techniques than quantization such as sliding-block and tree
codes on the successive frames.

As final observations: when our algorithm was trained on 1/2 a standard speech file and
then used to quantize the remaining half, the results were essentially identical. This means
that on a frame basis speech is far more “globally stationary and ergodic” than it is usually
assumed. In addition, the fact that optimum vector quantization yields a much smaller
distortion that optimal single-symbol quantization for a fixed rate in bits per frame amply
demonstrates that a great deal is to be gained by processing the reflection coefficients of a
f frame together instead of separately.
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